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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0281064A1] The invention provides that a vacuum drum (10) with rows of vacuum ports (26) over its surface is used to transport self
adhesive labels (16) from a first location at which the labels are applied (adhesive surface outwards) to the drum to a second location at which the
labels are detached from the drum. The labels are held to the drum during the transport by applying vacuum to the ports until the label reaches the
second location, when the first (26A) and second (26B) rows of ports at the leading edge (16A) of the label are applied with air under pressure, the
pressure of the air supplied to the second row (26B) of ports being less than that supplied to the first row (26A) and slightly in advance in the time
sequence, so that the edge (16A) of the label is slightly inwardly of the adjacent label extremity, initially lifted from the drum and then said extremity
is blown sharply away from the drum providing effective, positive and reliable detachment of the labels from the drum.
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